Developing clinical risk prediction models is one of the main tasks of healthcare data mining. Advanced data collection techniques in current Big Data era have created an emerging and urgent need for scalable, computer-based data mining methods. These methods can turn data into useful, personalized decision support knowledge in a flexible, cost-effective, and productive way. In our previous study, we developed a tool, called icuARM-II, that can generate personalized clinical risk prediction evidence using a temporal rule mining framework. However, the generation of final risk prediction possibility with icuARM-II still relied on human interpretation, which was subjective and, most of time, biased. In this study, we propose a new mechanism to improve icuARM-II's rule selection by including the concept of causal analysis. The generated risk prediction is quantitatively assessed using calibration statistics. To evaluate the performance of the new rule selection mechanism, we conducted a case study to predict short-term intensive care unit mortality based on personalized lab testing abnormalities. Our results demonstrated a better-calibrated ICU risk prediction using the new causality-base rule selection solution by comparing with conventional confidence-only rule selection methods.
INTRODUCTION
Advanced information technologies promise the massive influx of individual-centered clinical data. These rich sources of data provide the potential for an increased understanding of disease mechanisms and patient-centered risk prediction to reduce unnecessary cost without sacrificing the quality of care. However, the size, complexity, and biases of the data pose new challenges, which makes it difficult to transform the data to reliable risk prediction knowledge by using conventional statistical analyses. To obtain patient-specific clinical risk prediction at the point-ofcare, it is necessary to introduce advanced, computer-based data mining methods and tools for providers to interpret the information in the context of that patient. Such personalized medicine represents the customization of care for each patient [1] . Even though studies have suggested the potential of such models to offer more reliable patient-specific predictions [2] , studies with real-time model development and demonstration remain very rare.
Besides, current information technologies can collect longitudinal clinical data throughout a medical encounter, e.g., data collected by bedside monitors. It is becoming more important to consider the characteristics, which constantly change with time, and develop temporal knowledge-mining frameworks to uncover the essence of clinical episode evolution. Furthermore, the area under the receiver operation characteristic curve (AUC), or the cstatistic, is the most popular tool for assessing the quality of clinical prediction models. However, using AUC statistic in the prediction of future events remains imperfect [3, 4] .
Temporal association rule mining has been studied in many researches [5, 6] . However, models in these studies tends to generate all possible rules from the dataset, instead of generating only rules that can precisely describe an individual's clinical conditions. In our previous study, we developed a tool, called icuARM-II, with a mining framework that can generate temporal association rules for personalized risk prediction in the intensive care unit (ICU) [7] . However, icuARM-II's mining framework still tends to generate 'a list' of rules with different prediction possibilities that are all applicable to a patient's clinical conditions. Our users still need to manually determine the final, single, prediction possibility from the rule list, which is often time-consuming, clueless, and subject. Thus, the question remained unsolved is how to automatically and objectively generate a final prediction possibility from a rule list.
In this study, we aimed to improve icuARM-II's rule selection mechanism by combining the concept of causal analysis. In the first part of the following sections, we first introduce the basic concept of association rule mining, causal analysis, and our newly proposed rule selection mechanism. Then, in Section 3, we adopt calibration assessment to quantitatively measure the performance of the new causality-based rule selection. Then we conduct a case study, in Section 4, to demonstrate the improvement of rule selection in the prediction of short-term ICU mortality using temporal lab testing abnormalities. Finally, we provide the conclusion and future directions in Section 5.
CAUSAL-BASED RULE SELECTION 2.1 Association Rule Mining
Association rule mining (ARM) is one of the data mining methods to discover meaningful relations between variables in databases. Agrawal et al., first introduced the concept of ARM for extracting regularities between sales items in large-scale warehouse databases [8] . An association rule is in the form of X⇒Y to represent the relationships between the antecedent (X) and the consequent (Y) [9] . In clinical data mining, if the most basic data tuple is a patient's clinical report collected in one visit, the rule X⇒Y implies that if conditions in X occur during the visit, another set of conditions in Y are also likely to occur during the same visit. For example, a rule {SerumCholesterol > TH SC & SerumGlucose > TH SG } ⇒ {RespiratoryFailure = High} implies that "in one clinical stay, if a patient's serum cholesterol and serum glucose have been elevated above two thresholds, TH SC and TH SG , the patient's risk of respiratory failure may also be increased."
One of the metrics to assess an association rule is called support, which is calculated as:
where count(X ∪Y) returns the number of transactions that contain both X and Y. A high support of an association rule means that the rule is applicable to a large portion of the data set. The other metric, confidence, indicates how much Y appears in those tuples that already contain X:
For example, in clinical outcome prediction, if an association rule has confidence of 85%, this value implies that if a patient has developed a set of clinical events X, he or she may have 85% of chance to develop another set of outcomes Y. In other words, confidence value reveals the level of the association between X and Y. Afterwards, the mining process requires users to specify a minimum support (Supp min ) and a minimum confidence (Conf min ) to eliminate infrequent and unconfident rules, respectively. Details regarding the generation of frequent itemsets and confident rules can be referred in [10] .
ARM has been widely adopted in healthcare settings. For example, in the prediction of heart disease, Konias et al., proposed an uncertainty rule generator (URG) to discover rules for home-care monitoring from congestive heart failure patients [11] . Auditing medical abusive and fraudulent behavior is another important application of ARM. Shan et al., used ARM to examine medical billing patterns to detect suspicious claims and potentially fraudulent individuals [12] . Similarly, Bellazzi et al., introduced a temporal ARM framework in an auditing system to facilitate the understanding of patients' behavior and improve the quality of hemodialysis services [13] . ARM also demonstrates successfulness in neurology research. For example, authors in [14] proposed an ARM mining flow to discover image-based association rules in functional single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) image databases to improve early diagnosis of Alzheimer's disease. Studies also have verified that ARM can find hidden diagnosis rules of developmentally-delayed children, so as to enable healthcare professionals in early intervention of delayed psychological developments [15] .
Causal Analysis
One of the disadvantages of ARM is that the mined association rules can be spurious and do not reflect true causality between the antecedent and consequent. Thus association rule mining cannot be called 'causal' analysis because the rule cannot imply the relation between an antecedent (the cause) and a consequent (the effect), where the effect is understood as a physical consequence of the cause. This means that many of mined rules may not have practical meaning if not being verified by human knowledge. While the development of reliable mining process for finding causality patterns in clinical data, the determination of real causes given a target outcome has become prominent.
Causal relationships imply how the outcome would be affected when the cause is changed. The gold standard for conventional causal analysis is randomized control trials (RCTs). However, RCTs are infeasible in personalized clinical risk prediction because the data collected in the trial may not be applicable to an individual's specific characteristics. In addition, due to the high dimensionality of clinical data collected in current Big Data technologies, applying conventional statistical analysis for causal analysis becomes incapable. Causal analysis has been applied in clinical knowledge mining. For example, authors in [16] applied causal analysis to assess whether the association of serum homocysteine concentration with ischaemic heart disease, deep vein thrombosis and pulmonary embolism, and stroke is causal and, if so, to quantify the effect of homocysteine reduction in preventing them.
As mentioned previously, applying causal analysis in clinical association rule mining is still rare even though the mined rules can still be potential indicators for the causality [17] . Therefore, it is important to combine other data mining technologies with association rules for causal analysis, which is important in the prediction of potential clinical risks based on a patient's individual characteristics.
Causality Metric for Association Rules
The antecedent of a rule can be called 'causal' regarding the consequent only if the antecedent is the trigger of the consequent, or the consequent is understood as a physical consequence of the antecedent. We can assess if a rule X⇒Y has a high level of association according to its confidence value. However, high confidence of a rule X⇒Y still cannot guarantee a low confidence of its counter case ( ), which means that the observed conditions X may not be the real cause of the targeted outcome Y. During clinical decision support, the mining process should consider when the rule X⇒Y yields a higher confidence than its antecedent's counter case (i.e.,
). This means that Y is likely to occur only when X occurs. When X does not occur, Y has a low chance of occurrence. The following equation can be used to calculate the causality ratio of a rule X⇒Y:
The causality ratio ranges from 0 to ∞. The value of 1 is a significant threshold for the ratio. A rule with causality < 1 means that the antecedent predicts the consequent worse than the counter case of the antecedent, meaning that the causality of the outcome given the antecedent is low. This type of rule should be ignored, and all rules are expected to have causality ratios > 1.
Causality-Based Rule Selection
Given a patient with N observed conditions with targeted predicted outcomes (i.e., the consequent ), the mining framework can generate a list of up to 2 N -1 raw rules, regardless of the To improve the rule selection performance, we propose a new strategy that generates the final outcome prediction depending not only on rules' confidence values but also on their causality ratios calculated in Eq. (3). As illustrated in Figure 1 , given a patient who has N observed conditions (X) with a fixed targeted outcome (Y), the mining framework can generate a list of 2 N -1 raw rules. The rule selection process first discards those rules with zero support values and causality ratios < 1 so as to guarantee that antecedents in all rules can be considered as potential causes with respect to the target outcome. Afterwards, the process generates two ranks on all remaining rules: one rank (Rank CON ) based on confidence values, and the other rank (Rank CAU ) based on causality ratios. A final rank is decided by the summation of Rank CON and Rank CAU . With this final rank, the process calculates the average of confidence values from the top N Top number of rules (i.e., Rule SEL ) and outputs it as the final prediction possibility.
PREDICTIVE RULE CALIBRATION
After generating a list with rules based on a patient's conditions, the rule selection process outputs estimated probability that the targeted outcome will occur (e.g., the patient has an 8% chance of having ICU mortality given her risk factors). This section discusses how to evaluate how close the estimated possibility to the real-world (i.e., observed) possibility.
The Area Under the ROC Curve (AUC), or c-statistic, has been widely used as a metric for discrimination model assessment, e.g., classification evaluation. Its popularity is increasing because it evaluates model performance across all possible cutoff values instead of an arbitrarily chosen cutoff [19] . However, the goal of this study is to estimate an actual probability of clinical events. Thus the AUC may not be the absolute best metric here because it only describes how well models can rank order cases and noncases, but is not a function of the actual predicted probabilities [3] . Alternatively, we can measure the calibration of the estimated prediction by checking how close this prediction is to the observed probability of targeted outcomes on a particular patient. If the prediction is close to the observed probability, the individualized estimate is considered 'well calibrated.' Literature has supportive evidence that calibration is necessary in clinical decision support since outcome predictions are often used to determine a patient's individual risk [20] [21] [22] [23] .
A common measure of prediction calibration is HosmerLemeshow's (HL) goodness-of-fit X 2 -statistic, which compares observed and predicted outcomes for groups of risk. The HL test specifically identifies subgroups as the deciles of fitted risk values. Specifically, the predicted values are arrayed from lowest to highest, and then separated into several groups of approximately equal size. For each group, we calculate the observed number of outcomes and non-outcomes, as well as the expected number of outcomes and non-outcomes. The expected number of outcomes is just the sum of the predicted probabilities of the individuals in the group. And the expected number of non-outcomes is the group size minus the expected number of individuals without the outcome. Models are called well calibrated if expected and observed event rates in subgroups are similar. Therefore, the HL test statistic is given by:
where O j , E j , and n j denote the observed events, expected events, and number of observations in the jth group, and K is the number of groups. Pearson's chi-square (X 2 ) is then applied to compare observed counts with expected counts. The HL statistic asymptotically follows a X 2 distribution with K − 2 degrees of freedom (dof). The number of groups may be adjusted depending on how many fitted risks are determined by the model, which is important to avoid group with singular risks. The final calibrations can be determined based on the p-values that can be transformed from the HL statistic given the dof. A high p-value suggests a rejection of the model, meaning the model is well calibrated. 
CASE STUDY 4.1 Background
Developing risk prediction models is one of the major purposes in the ICU [24] . Many illness scoring models are well developed and widely used, such as Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation (APACHE) [25] , Logistic Organ Dysfunction Score (LODS) [26] , Multiple Organ Dysfunction Score (MODS) [27] , Mortality Prediction Model (MPM) [28] , Simplified Acute Physiology Score (SAPS) [29] , and Sequential Organ Failure Assessment (SOFA) [30] . Many recently developed models can handle more complicated clinical situations by applying advanced data mining approaches [31, 32] . However, a majority of these risk prediction models have common limitations, including relying on fixed attributes and fixed observation periods. Therefore, in our previous study, we proposed a temporal association rule mining framework, i.e., icuARM-II, that can estimate the development of potential clinical risks based on available patient conditions without being restricted by a fixed observation window [7] . In this case study, we adopt icuARM-II's personalized rule mining framework and evaluate the improvement of clinical risk predictions using our new causalitybased rule selection strategy.
CHOA ICU Dataset
The dataset used in this case study was imported from the pediatric ICU database of Children's Healthcare of Atlanta (CHOA). This dataset contains clinical information collected in 5,739 ICU stays from 4,975 patients aged from birth to 21 years old during the year of 2013. The clinical information includes visit information, procedures, laboratory testing, and microbiology testing. Other than visit information, all data was temporal with timestamps, allowing us to perform temporal risk estimation using icuARM-II's mining framework. Examples and number of records in each category are tabularized in Table 1 .
Lab results vs. six-hour ICU mortality
Using personalized laboratory (lab) testing results to develop ICU risk prediction models are relatively rare comparing to conventional scales [33] , such as the admission-based APACHE-II [25] or the daily-based Sequential Organ Failure Assessment (SOFA) [30] . However, the current Big Data techniques promise a high volume of clinical attributes that can comprehensively cover individual characteristics so as to provide a more precise clinical risk prediction. In addition, to our best knowledge, there is no clinical decision support system that uses temporal and personalized lab testing abnormalities to predict upcoming clinical events. Therefore, in this case study, we applied icuARM-II to generate association rules for short-term (i.e., 6-hr) ICU mortality prediction based on personalized lab testing abnormalities.
The lab testing dataset in CHOA ICU database consists of more than three million records from more than one thousand tests. We selected the top 12 most frequent (i.e., counted) tests. The total number of records in each test and those in each level are listed in Table 2 . To predict the 6-hr ICU mortality based on personalized lab results, temporal rules are in the form of X ⇒ Y: {E A | T A } ⇒ {Death | <6-hr}. All rules share the same targeted outcome, {Death | <6-hr}, predicting the Death event in the following six hours. Each rule has different antecedent episode X. Each X consists of a set of abnormal lab events E A that have been observed in the past T A time period. The generation of support and confidence values for each temporal association rules was based on the event scanning mechanism of the icuARM-II mining framework [7] .
Method
To evaluate personalized predictions of the 6-hr ICU mortality, we generated 1,256 rules with random antecedents to simulate a variety of personalized clinical conditions. Each antecedent set consists of randomly selected lab abnormalities (i.e., E A ) chosen from the 12 items in Table 2 . The antecedent episode represents a set of abnormal lab testing results E A that have been observed in the past time period with a length of T A to predict the Death event in the following six hours. Since abnormalities of a certain lab test could occur multiple times within an observation period, we simplified E A with a chain of E*N in which E was a lab testing item and N indicated its repeat. For instance, as the rule #7 in Table 3 , if a patient has had abnormal potassium level twice and artery deficit once in the past 18-hr, the rule was represented as {POT*2, ADE*1 | < 18-hr} ⇒ {Death | <6-hr}. In addition, the observation times (i.e., T A ) were randomly assigned to the 1,256 simulated rules, ranging from six hours to 48-hours. We selected ten examples to illustrate these rules in Table 3 .
The flow of prediction evaluation is illustrated in Figure 2 . The purpose of the evaluation was to investigate if the newly proposed (i.e., confidence-causality-based) rule selection (CC) strategy can achieve higher prediction calibration compared with the conventional top-confidence-based rule selection (TC). The flow of TC rule selection can also be depicted in Figure 1 without the block of Rank AUC . We preformed 5-fold (K = 5) cross validation to calculate the Hosmer-Lemeshow's (HL) X 2 -statistic for the prediction calibration. For each fold, the K-1 groups of data was used as the training dataset for the generation of the 'estimated' predictions, P e,CC and P e,TC , using the CC and TC, respectively. The remaining one group of data was used as the testing dataset for the generation of the 'observed' predictions, P o,CC and P o,TC , using CC and TC, respectively. Since all groups were separated with equal sizes, the total observation in each group is known. The HL-statistic and the corresponding p-value (PV CC ) using CC can be calculated via P e,CC and P o,CC . Similarly, the HL-statistic and the corresponding p-value (PV TC ) using TC can be calculated via P e,TC and P o,TC . Afterwards, if PV CC > PV TC , we can verify that CC has better calibration than TC; otherwise, if PV CC < PV TC , CC has worse calibration than TC.
Results
We hypothesized that the prediction estimated by the newly proposed (i.e., confidence-causality-based) rule selection (CC) strategy had higher calibration compared with the conventional top-confidence-based rule selection (TC). Figure 3 shows the comparison results of prediction calibration using CC and TC on the 1,256 simulated personalized lab abnormality sets. As shown, 64.01% of condition sets were well calibrated by TC. Calibrations by CC depended on different number of selected top-ranked rules (N Top ), which can reach 89.49% when N Top became significant. Regardless of N Top , the CC has statistically and significantly (p < 0.05 via Student's t-test) better calibration than TC, which supports our hypothesis. Besides, CC can calibrate better than TC in 90.76% of cases when N Top became significant. In Table 3 , under the condition of N Top = 10, we provide five rules with top P e,CC in the case of PV CC > PV TC and another five rules with top P e,CC but PV CC < PV TC .
It is worth noting that all of the rules generated in this case study are examples to demonstrate the performance improvement of new rule selection strategy. In addition, we only used 12 lab testing items in this case study. The icuARM-II system is actually capable of more than 5,000 lab tests, 1,000 microbiology tests, 250 clinical procedures, and more than 40 basic information regarding ICU visits. Based on a patient's instant conditions, clinicians can construct a personalized antecedent episode and a target consequent episode with flexible time windows.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Personalized risk prediction is becoming more important as the advance in clinical data collection techniques. However, rick prediction using temporal clinical data is still immature, and the assessment of the estimated evidence is still imperfect using conventional statistical analyses. In this paper, we improved the temporal rule mining framework developed in our previous icuARM-II system that can generate personalized risk prediction evidence using clinical data. We proposed and implemented a novel association rule selection mechanism combining a newly designed causality metric. The final risk prediction possibilities were statistically assessed using a cross-validation-based calibration method. Finally, we conducted a case study to evaluate the performance improvement of the new rule selection mechanism. Our results showed an improved calibration in the prediction of short-term ICU mortality based on personalized lab testing abnormalities. This work could be extended in three main directions. First, current electronic health record (EHR) system can comprehensively include a diverse health-related information from a patient. Advanced bedside monitoring technology can even collected intensive physiological data in the base of milliseconds. Therefore, other than the lab testing abnormalities that we used for method development and performance evaluation, we will expand our scope by including clinical variables from other categories, such as medical history, microbiology testing, and clinical procedures. This will allow us to provide a more precise clinical risk prediction. Second, we will apply the risk prediction to other clinical adverse outcomes (e.g., prolonged ICU stays and ventilator days, short readmission, and unnecessary care cost). Finally, interoperability is widely acknowledged as a key requirement for the success of healthcare information systems. Thus, we will deploy the current icuARM-II prototype on realtime EHR clinical system by adopting standardized healthcare information exchange guideline, such as the well-known FHIR (Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources) specification [34] . 
